
  8. Term Combination Form （Method 1） Instruction 
 

 There are two ways for crossing. Choose the one that is easier for you. You can combine 
two methods. It is recommended to choose Method 1 for beginner.  

① Take necessary numbers of copies of this form to work on this form. Pattern cluster of 
Pattern Extract Form expresses the aspect of felt sense, but you can cut finely the 
aspects of felt sense. By combining (or crossing) some aspects you already picked up and 
think them deeply, you can find new aspects. In this form, you will use both logical 
inference and response of felt sense.  

② Without considering the meaning, combine a first half of pattern and last half pattern 
that you cross on this form, and make some sentences using them. This process is called 
crossing pattern. Crosscheck crossing pattern to felt sense, ask yourself whether it fits 
or not. Write down some reasons if it fits. Modify some points when it is necessary to fit 
them, and write down the reasons you need to modify. Write down the reasons even if it 
does not fit. Discover new patterns by writing down things coming up with your mind 
freely. In the end, rate the possibility that whether new pattern fits felt sense. For 
rating, mark ◎ if it fits comfortably, ○ if it fits, or △ if it does not fit or not.  

 

 

  8. Term Combination Form （Method ２） Instructions 
 

① Take necessary numbers of copies of this form to work on this form. Pattern cluster of 
Pattern Extract Form expresses the aspect of felt sense, but you can cut finely the 
aspects of felt sense. By combining (or crossing) some aspects you already picked up and 
think them deeply, you can find new aspects. In this form, you will use both logical 
inference and response of felt sense.  

② A first half of pattern is a viewpoint of crossing. From viewpoint of crossing form, 
consider the crossed form, and ask yourself whether you can realize something or not. If 
you can realize some sort of things, write them down. You also can use the method that 
you deduct logically, form a hypothesis, and think deeply whether the hypothesis fits. 
Discover new patterns by writing down things coming up with your mind freely. In the 
end, rate the possibility that whether new pattern fits felt sense. For rating, mark ◎ 

if it fits comfortably, ○ if it fits, or △ if it does not fit or not. 
 


